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Abstract: In track-oriented road cars with electric powertrains, the ability to recuperate energy
during track driving is significantly affected by the frequent interventions of the antilock braking
system (ABS), which usually severely limits the regenerative torque level because of functional safety
considerations. In high-performance vehicles, when controlling an active rear wing to maximize brake
regeneration, it is unclear whether it is preferable to maximize drag by positioning the wing into its
stall position, to maximize downforce, or to impose an intermediate aerodynamic setup. To maximize
energy recuperation during braking from high speeds, this paper presents a novel integrated open-
loop strategy to control: (i) the orientation of an active rear wing; (ii) the front-to-total brake force
distribution; and (iii) the blending between regenerative and friction braking. For the case study
wing and vehicle setup, the results show that the optimal wing positions for maximum regeneration
and maximum deceleration coincide for most of the vehicle operating envelope. In fact, the wing
position that maximizes drag by causing stall brings up to 37% increased energy recuperation over
a passive wing during a braking maneuver from 300 km/h to 50 km/h by preventing the ABS
intervention, despite achieving higher deceleration and a 2% shorter stopping distance. Furthermore,
the maximum drag position also reduces the longitudinal tire slip power losses, which, for example,
results in a 0.4% recuperated energy increase when braking from 300 km/h to 50 km/h in high tire–
road friction conditions at a deceleration close to the limit of the vehicle with passive aerodynamics,
i.e., without ABS interventions.

Keywords: active aerodynamics; regenerative braking; anti-lock braking system (ABS); hybrid and
fully electric vehicles; optimization; energy efficiency; quasi-static model

1. Introduction

The recent emission regulations on road vehicles [1] are inducing a significant increase
in the proportion of high-performance cars that use hybrid electric or fully electric power-
trains. Electrified powertrains have brought new design challenges, among which is the
increased vehicle mass due to the battery system.

Energy recuperation in braking is a key feature of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and
fully electric vehicles (FEVs). Regenerative braking recovers energy that would otherwise
be converted into heat by the friction brakes and thus lost, and it reduces friction brake
wear. For a given battery capacity, regenerative braking enables increases in either (i) the
energy deployed for traction over a distance, e.g., a racetrack lap, or (ii) the available range
for a given vehicle performance level in traction. Alternatively, brake regeneration allows a
reduction in battery capacity in the design phase while maintaining the same range.

With the currently available FEV technology in the automotive market, which relies
on adequately sized battery systems without using complementary solutions such as fuel
cells, regenerative braking is the only available way of recovering energy into the battery
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while driving. This is crucial, especially in high-performance FEVs, such as the Porsche
Taycan and Rimac Nevera, for which battery mass is significantly higher than that in HEVs.

In HEVs with a parallel configuration, such as the one in this study, there are three
ways of harvesting energy, depending on the driver input:

• In on-throttle scenarios, the internal combustion engine (ICE) can be used as a genera-
tor when the driver demand is below the maximum available ICE torque.

• In off-throttle scenarios, the electric machine/s (EMs) can be used to increase the drag
torque and provide a one-pedal drive functionality [2].

• In on-brake scenarios, the driver braking force demand is split between the EM(s) and
friction brakes.

The total equivalent deceleration associated with the EMs tends to be limited to a
certain value. For example, the brake blending units supplied by Robert Bosch Gmbh,
namely the ESP (Electronic Stability Program) for HEVs and the Integrated Power Brake,
allow up to −0.3 g of regenerative braking deceleration [3]. The limit ensures that the
regenerative braking torque can always be compensated by the friction brake actuation
in an FTTI (Fault Tolerant Time Interval) in case of the sudden failure of the electric
powertrain system. In electro-hydraulic brake configurations, the regenerative braking
limit is determined by the size and capability of the actuator that builds the pressure.

A −0.3 g limit on the equivalent regenerative braking deceleration still allows high
amounts of power to be recuperated at high speed. However, when the anti-lock braking
system (ABS) engages, such a safety limit is usually significantly reduced, as the hydraulic
pump and master cylinder are being used more aggressively to modulate the individual
brake caliper pressures. Additionally, the regenerative torque can also adversely affect the
wheel slip tracking performance of the ABS [4]. The reduction in regeneration during ABS
interventions also prevents the worst-case scenario in vehicles with an electric axle with
one P4 (according to the classification commonly used in the automotive industry, see [5])
EM per wheel. In such a case, if one machine fails to provide the expected braking torque,
an uneven torque distribution between the left and right wheels occurs, which creates a
direct yaw moment unexpected by the driver. This could steer the vehicle into another lane
or off-road during emergency maneuvering [6]. In vehicles with in-wheel EMs, the ABS
braking force modulation can be carried out by the electric powertrains, given their good
responsiveness characteristics related to the lack of half-shafts. However, to satisfy the
previously mentioned safety considerations, the total magnitude of the regenerative force
can still be reduced, and the friction brakes can be used to supply the bulk of the braking
force, see [7,8]. ABS interventions with regenerative braking via in-wheel motors can also
affect the battery lifespan due to the resulting micro-cycling of the current, which Salari
et al. tried to mitigate in [9].

Since normal driving rarely involves full braking demands (braking events with a
deceleration magnitude exceeding 5 m/s2 tend to occur only in emergency situations [10]),
the reduction in regeneration during ABS activations does not significantly impact energy
consumption. However, when driving a sports vehicle on a track, drivers tend to brake
at the limit, which means that the ABS intervenes in almost every braking event, thus
significantly reducing the regeneration opportunities.

In addition to the varying safety-related limit on brake regeneration, the tire slip power
losses as well as the drivetrain power losses are detrimental to the energy recovery efficiency
in braking. In particular, tire slip is the main source of power loss in proximity to the limit
of handling. A significant body of literature proposes minimizing such power losses in
pure traction [11,12] and in combined cornering and traction/braking [13,14] through
various actuations, such as torque-vectoring. During straight-line braking in purely ICE-
driven vehicles, tire slip power losses can be ignored, as the kinetic energy of the vehicle is
converted into heat, regardless of whether this happens through tire slip, friction between
brake disks and pads, or aerodynamic drag. When regenerative braking is active, however,
the longitudinal slip power losses decrease the regenerative power because of the associated
decrease in wheel speed. This only occurs at speeds for which the regeneration is not power
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limited by the powertrain and/or battery characteristics. Reference [15] presented an
algorithm integrating the electronic braking force distribution (EBD) and the regenerative
brake blending functions for a vehicle with a single EM connected to the four wheels with
a 50:50 front-to-rear torque distribution. The algorithm makes the front-to-rear braking
force distribution deviate from the ideal curve to ensure that the motor is regenerating
at the maximum possible power whilst meeting the locking limits for the axles, which
are obtained through a friction coefficient estimator. Reference [16] discussed an offline
optimization for minimizing the tire–road friction utilization during braking and a rule-
based algorithm for brake blending. Reference [17] dealt with offline and online versions
of a torque allocation algorithm for regenerative braking on a four-wheel-drive EV, which
minimizes the power losses from the electric powertrains and longitudinal tire slip.

Braking performance improvement for road vehicles has been a goal of vehicle dy-
namics control for more than four decades [18] through the implementation of ABS, EBD,
and vehicle stability controllers to ensure the best compromise between steerability, lat-
eral and yaw stability, deceleration [18,19], and potentially other aspects. For example,
the open-loop brake force distribution algorithm in [20] reduces the pitch and heave mo-
tions by considering the different anti-dive, -lift, and -squat properties of the front and
rear suspensions.

High-performance road cars have also been using active aerodynamic devices to
improve deceleration capability, starting from the McLaren F1, which incorporates an
active rear spoiler that raises during braking with the goal of increasing drag and rear
downforce, thus counteracting the inertial and aerodynamic load transfers toward the
front axle [21]. The topic of active aerodynamics for road and race cars has been widely
studied. For example, reference [22] proposed a scheme to control the yaw and roll
moments generated by active aerodynamic devices. A controller for the four active wings
placed in the corners of a small open-wheel race car was presented in [23], which showed
improved lateral acceleration capability and reduced oversteer in a step steer maneuver.
An active wing was used to improve ride comfort in [24]. In [25], Ahangarnejad and Melzi
implemented a control scheme that varied the angles of attack of the front and rear wings
to improve stability and handling at high speeds. In [26], the same authors presented an
integrated chassis control system for improving the lateral and yaw dynamics through the
combination of active aerodynamics, interconnected suspensions, torque-vectoring, and
active rear steering. Reference [27] dealt with a high-level supervisor for a vehicle with
stability control, active suspension, and active aerodynamics, which varies the prioritization
of the control modules depending on the operating conditions. In [28], the effect of an
active rear spoiler was assessed in terms of braking distance and time. The effect of multiple
aerodynamic setups for reducing braking distance was evaluated in [29], which examined
combinations of wings and flaps installed in different locations of the body of a sports
vehicle, and it showed up to a 16% reduction in braking distance from 200 km/h in high
tire–road friction conditions. In [30], for a sports car with an active rear wing, Broniszewski
and Piechna presented an analysis method that considers unsteady aerodynamics effects
coupled with vehicle body dynamics during braking. The lap time reduction brought
by active aerodynamics was examined by [31], which proposed a rule-based system that
switches between three modes: (i) minimum drag; (ii) maximum drag; and (iii) balanced,
which maximizes the lateral acceleration capability at each speed.

In the context of high-performance HEVs and FEVs, an important research question is
to determine the aerodynamic configuration that maximizes energy recovery in braking.
More downforce is usually associated with increased drag; however, this is not always
the case, especially for airfoils. In fact, in multiple examples of wings, e.g., [32,33], the
maximum lift or downforce is produced at the highest angle of attack before the stall
point, after which the lift or downforce decreases, whereas drag significantly increases.
Increasing drag is normally considered inefficient for traction and cornering; however, it
can be beneficial to the vehicle deceleration envelope. For the same reason, ground effect
aerodynamic devices are used when possible due to their capability to produce downforce
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with less drag compared with airfoils. With an airfoil, it is not known a priori whether it is
more effective for regenerative braking to maximize aerodynamic drag at the expense of the
total downforce, to maximize downforce, or to operate in an intermediate condition. In fact,
for a given deceleration level, there are two mechanisms through which the aerodynamics
reduce the tire slip power losses: (i) increasing downforce, which increases the vertical
tire load, thus reducing the magnitude of the slip ratios for the same longitudinal forces;
and (ii) increasing drag, which reduces the longitudinal tire forces to achieve the target
deceleration, thus reducing the slip ratios.

According to the literature review above, whilst the benefit of active aerodynamics
on the deceleration capability has already been demonstrated, there is a lack of studies
assessing the effect of wing control on the energy recovery during regenerative braking.
Additionally, no previous publication has integrated active aerodynamics with the friction
brake and electric motor torque blending with the goal of improving both deceleration
capability and energy recovery.

This paper aims to fill this gap through the following contributions:

• The assessment of the effects of active aerodynamics control on the recovery efficiency
of regenerative braking.

• The integration of active aerodynamics with an open-loop braking force distribution
and brake blending strategy for maximizing energy recovery efficiency by reducing
tire slip and drivetrain power losses.

The analysis was carried out through two optimization routines based on a quasi-static
three-degree-of-freedom vehicle model. The resulting maps of the decision variables were
then implemented in a time domain simulation model.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the tar-
get vehicle and model formulation; Section 3 presents the optimization methodology;
Sections 4 and 5 analyze the optimization and time domain results; and finally, Section 6
summarizes the main conclusions.

2. Case Study Vehicle, Model Formulations, and Workflow
2.1. Case Study Vehicle

The case study vehicle is a high-performance HEV with a P2 EM at the rear axle and
two P4 EMs at the front axle, see the schematic in Figure 1. The EMs are permanent magnet
synchronous motors with an axial flux layout coupled with silicon MOSFET inverters
operating at a DC link voltage of 400 V. The inverters are water-cooled, while the motor
stators are cooled with dielectric oil. The three EMs are identical; however, the front EMs
are independently connected to the front wheels via single-speed transmissions with helical
gears, unlike the rear EM, which is connected to the multiple-speed transmission of the
ICE, including a differential. The focus of this study is to maximize the overall regeneration
efficiency of the vehicle from wheel to battery through appropriate control without any
modification of the hybrid electric powertrain components. The vehicle is equipped with a
passive front wing and an active rear wing, which, according to [34], is the most common
air brake setup. In fact, a front airbrake could significantly disrupt the airflow and reduce
the potential downforce and drag generated by the rear wing, which would not receive a
freestream airflow any longer [35]. The rear wing can vary its angle of attack, φr, between
the conditions of (i) maximum efficiency in terms of the lift-to-drag ratio and maximum
downforce (φr = −14 deg) and (ii) maximum drag (φr = −60 deg).

As the vehicle is a new design concept, the model parameters come from different
sources. The inertial, geometric, and aerodynamic parameters of the passive vehicle
body (excluding the wings), such as the mass, wheelbase, center of gravity height, and
aerodynamic coefficients, refer to a prototype vehicle derived from a production high-
performance passenger car, see Table 1. The body is assumed to have a constant drag
coefficient equal to 0.30 and a net zero lift coefficient. In fact, the reference vehicle is
equipped with an undertray and a diffuser, which neutralize the lift generated by the top
surface of the body.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the powertrain configuration of the case study HEV. The two front on-board
EMs are mechanically independent, and each is connected to a gearbox; the rear motor is installed
between the ICE and the rear transmission, including a gearbox and a differential.

Table 1. Main vehicle parameters.

Parameter Name Symbol Value

Vehicle mass m 1650 kg
Wheelbase l 2.69 m

Front semi-wheelbase l f 1.48 m
Front track width t f 1.68 m
Rear track width tr 1.61 m

Unloaded front wheel radius Rw,u, f 0.343 m
Unloaded rear wheel radius Rw,u,r 0.364 m

Centre of gravity height hg 0.44 m
Peak power of each EM Pm,max 77 kW

Peak motoring torque of each EM Tm,i,max 300 Nm
Peak regenerative torque of each EM Tm,i,min −300 Nm

The lift and drag coefficients of the two wings are based on experimental data for the
NACA0012 airfoil profile [36] for a 5 × 106 Reynolds number. The vehicle is considered
to consist of three independent aerodynamic devices that do not interact with each other,
i.e., the body lift and drag do not change with the varying angle of attack of the wings, nor
do the wings interact with each other. Despite its underlying approximation, the approach
is deemed sufficiently accurate for the proof-of-concept design of an active aerodynamics
controller to increase brake regeneration.

The original lift and drag coefficients of the considered airfoil are scaled to create
the front and rear wings for the specific sports car, providing a total maximum 4000 N
downforce at 250 km/h for the front and rear angles of attack, corresponding to the
maximum efficiency of the wings, i.e., φ f = φr = −14 deg, a condition that is maintained
as fixed for the front one. For the same angles, the scaled wing coefficients and wing
installation along the vehicle wheelbase and the vertical direction result in a downforce
bias toward the rear axle by 5.3% with respect to (w.r.t.) the static weight distribution
of the vehicle. Such a bias prevents the vehicle from oversteering with increasing speed.
The resulting lift and drag coefficients of the rear wing, Cz,w,r and Cx,w,r, are reported in
Figure 2, which shows similar trends to those in [23].

The tire model parametrization was experimentally validated through vehicle tests
and comparisons with the simulation results of an experimentally validated proprietary
high-fidelity model by McLaren Automotive, e.g., in terms of the deceleration envelope.
The high-fidelity model has over 14 degrees of freedom (six degrees of freedom of the
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sprung mass, four degrees of freedom for the vertical motions of the unsprung masses, and
four degrees of freedom associated with wheel rotations, on top of additional degrees of
freedom for the steering system dynamics and compliance), considers tire nonlinearities
and relaxation dynamics, and is cross-validated against established commercial tools
for multi-body simulation. The efficiency maps of the front electric powertrains were
obtained through experimental tests of the front electric axle on the drivetrain test rig
of the University of Surrey [37], whose layout is shown in Figure 3, through which the
steady-state transmission torque losses (referred to the motor speed) and the combined
electric power losses of the EM and inverter were recorded for a range of speeds and
torque demands, see Figure 4. The transmission torque loss reflects the efficiency from
the motor output shaft to the gearbox output shaft, and the electric powertrain power loss
map reflects the efficiency from the DC link of the inverter to the output shaft of the motor.
The rear transmission torque loss was obtained through external experimental testing. All
measurements were taken for the nominal operating temperatures of the components.

Figure 2. (a) Lift and (b) drag coefficients, Cz,w,r and Cx,w,r, of the rear wing as a function of the angle
of attack, φr.

Two aerodynamic setups of the same vehicle are considered in the remainder of this
paper:

• The proposed active configuration, referred to as Active, with the variable φr.
• The Passive configuration, which serves as a baseline, in which the rear wing is held

at −14 deg. This would be the setting for a vehicle with passive aerodynamic devices
because it provides a good trade-off across the operating envelope. The ABS, EBD,
and brake blending algorithms are the same as those for Active.

2.2. Vehicle Model Formulation

The adopted longitudinal vehicle dynamics model has 3 DoFs (degrees of freedom),
which account for the longitudinal motion of the vehicle body and the rotation of the wheels
and associated components of the front and rear axles, see Figure 5. In this section and the
remaining sections, the notation ‘[ ]’ indicates a factor of a product, while the notation ‘[ ]’
indicates the independent variable of a function.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the test rig setup at the University of Surrey, including electric machines
emulating the road load (Dyno motors); power supplies for the test piece and test rig inverters;
inverters of the electric axle (eAxle); eAxle components, namely gearboxes (Gbx) and EMs, where
the notations ‘fl’ and ‘fr’ refer to the front left and front right powertrains; and (b) test rig with test
piece installation.

Figure 4. (a) Torque loss (Tloss, f ) map of each front gearbox, referred to at the EM shaft level, as
a function of EM torque (Tm) and speed (ωm); and (b) power loss map (Ploss,m) of the individual
inverter and EM.
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Figure 5. Schematic of the 3-DoF vehicle model with indications of the main variables and their sign
conventions. The black arrows refer to accelerations, the red arrows refer to forces, and the orange
arrows refer to moments.

The longitudinal force balance is:

max = 2Fx, f + 2Fx,r − Fx,aer (1)

where m is the vehicle mass; ax is the longitudinal acceleration; Fx, f and Fx,r are the front
and rear longitudinal tire forces; and Fx,aer is the aerodynamic drag force. The moment
balance equations for the front and rear axles are:

Jy,eq, f
.

ωw, f = 2Ths, f + 2Tb, f − 2Trr, f − 2Fx, f Rw,l, f (2)

Jy,eq,r
.

ωw,r = 2Ths,r + 2Tb,r − 2Trr,r − 2Fx,rRw,l,r (3)

where Jy,eq,i is the equivalent mass moment inertia of the rotating parts of the i-th axle, with
the subscript i = f , r. indicating the front or rear axle;

.
ωw,i is the angular wheel acceleration;

Ths,i is the half-shaft torque at the CV (constant velocity) joint of the respective wheel; Tb,i is
the friction brake torque; Trr,i is the rolling resistance torque; and Rw,l,i is the laden radius
of the tire.

Fx, f and Fx,r are calculated through version 5.2 of the Pacejka magic formula [38]:

Fx,i = Di sin
(

Ci tan
(

Biσi − tan−1(Biσi)
))

+ Svx,i (4)

where σi is the tire slip ratio; Di, Ci, Bi, and Svx,i are functions of the magic formula
coefficients, the friction factor µ, and the vertical tire load Fz,i, which, by neglecting the
pitch, heave, and unsprung mass dynamics, is given by:

Fz, f =
1
2

[
mglr

l
−

maxhg

l
− Fz,aer, f

]
(5)

Fz,r =
1
2

[mgl f

l
+

maxhg

l
− Fz,aer,r

]
(6)

The loaded wheel radius is computed as:

Rw,l,i = qre0,iRw,u,i −
Fz,i

Cz,sti f f ,i
(7)
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where qre0,i is a non-dimensional coefficient; Rw,u,i is the unladen tire radius; and Cz,sti f f ,i is
the vertical tire stiffness. σi is calculated as:

σi =
ωw,iRw,e,i −V

V
(8)

where V is the vehicle speed and Rw,e,i is the effective wheel radius, defined as:

Rw,e,i = qre0,iRw,u,i −
Fz,Nom,i

Cz,sti f f ,i

[
Dre,i tan−1

(
Bre,i

Fz,i

Fz,Nom,i

)
+ qre1,i

Fz,i

Fz,Nom,i

]
(9)

In (9), Fz,Nom,i is the nominal vertical tire load; qre0,i, qre1,i, Dre,i and Bre,i are calibration
coefficients. The tire rolling resistance torque is:

Trr,i = Rw,u,iFz,i

[
fo + f2V2

]
(10)

where fo and f2 are the rolling resistance coefficients.
Ths, f and Ths,r are given by:

Ths, f = Ths,ctrl, f − Tloss, f sgn
(

ωw, f

)
(11)

Ths,r = Ths,ctrl,r − Tloss,rsgn(ωw,r) (12)

where Tloss, f is the torque loss of each front gearbox and Tloss,r is half of the torque loss of
the rear transmission, referred to the differential output. Tloss, f and Tloss,r are obtained from
experimentally derived nonlinear functions, fg,i (see Section 2.1):

Tloss, f = fg, f

(
ωm, f , Tm, f

)
(13)

Tloss,r = fg,r
(
ωm,r, Tm,r, Ng

)
(14)

where Ng is the selected gear number and ωm,i is the angular motor speed:

ωm,i = ωw,iig,i (15)

where ig, f is the front gearbox ratio; ig,r is the gear ratio of the rear transmission, including
the final reduction ratio; and Ths,ctrl, f and Ths,ctrl,r are the controlled half-shaft torque levels:

Ths,ctrl, f = Tm, f ig, f (16)

Ths,ctrl,r =
1
2

Tm,rig,r (17)

where Tm, f is the individual front EM torque and Tm,r is the rear EM torque. Since the P2
EM is connected to the primary shaft of the rear gearbox, its torque is split between the two
rear wheels. Ths,ctrl, f and Ths,ctrl,r are control variables, and the EM torque demands are
computed by rearranging (16) and (17).

The electrical power Pm,e,i at the DC connections of the traction inverters is calculated
from the experimental power loss characteristics of the powertrains (see Section 2.1):

Pm,e,i = Tm,iωm,i + Pm,loss,i (18)

The total electrical power output from the battery to the powertrains, Pm,e,tot, is:

Pm,e,tot = 2Pm,e, f + Pm,e,r (19)

At the vehicle level, the aerodynamic forces are computed as:
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Fz,aer, f =
1
2

ρSCz,aer, f V2 (20)

Fz,aer,r =
1
2

ρSCz,aer,rV2 (21)

Fx,aer =
1
2

ρSCx,aerV2 (22)

where ρ is the air density; S is the vehicle frontal area; and Cz,aer, f , Cz,aer,r, and Cx,aer are the
respective nondimensional aerodynamic coefficients.

The individual wing and body lift and drag coefficients, namely Cz,w, f , Cx,w, f , Cz,w,r,
Cx,w,r, Cz,b, and Cx,b, are converted—by using superposition of effects—into two coeffi-
cients, Cz,aer, f and Cz,aer,r, for the equivalent lift forces on the front and rear axles and one
coefficient, Cx,aer, for the equivalent vehicle drag force, applied to an imaginary point that
is the projection of the center of gravity on the ground plane. The resulting coefficients are
shown in Figure 6, as a function of φr, for φ f = −14 deg. Notably, the front lift coefficient
is highly dependent on the rear wing angle of attack and becomes less negative as φr
becomes more negative. This is a result of the positions of the wings, which are placed
lengthwise outside the wheelbase, which implies that the downforce associated with each
wing increases the vertical load on the respective axle and decreases the vertical load on the
opposite axle. The high installation position of the rear wing also contributes to this effect,
as its drag force generates a longitudinal load transfer from the front to the rear axle.

Figure 6. (a) Front and rear axle lift coefficients, Cz,aer, f and Cz,aer,r, as a function of φr; and (b) drag
coefficient at the vehicle level, Cx,aer, as a function of φr.

In the time domain implementation in Section 5, the friction brake actuation dynamics
are modeled through a first-order transfer function with a time constant of 12 ms as an
approximation of the experimental results from [39]. The actuation rates of the EMs and
rear wing are also modeled. In particular, |φr| can change at up to 120 deg/s, which is
equivalent to 0.5 s for the transition from 0 deg to the maximum drag mode. The rate of
change of the EM torque is limited to 104 Nm/s.

2.3. Architecture for Time Domain Simulations

The simulation framework (see Figure 7) includes:

• The driver model, which generates the total braking force demand, Fx,ctrl,dem, which,
in the real car equipped with an electro-hydraulic braking system, would be com-
puted from the measured brake pedal position. Depending on the maneuver, the
driver model is either a feedforward model demanding a given Fx,ctrl,dem profile or
a feedforward-feedback model, which adjusts the braking force demand to follow a
target deceleration profile.
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• The feedforward brake controller, containing lookup tables, based on the outputs of the
Problem 1 and Problem 2 optimizations in Section 3, which compute (i) the actuation
levels of the rear wing, φr; (ii) the controllable front and rear braking forces, Fx,ctrl,FF,i,
caused by the combination of the friction braking and EM actuations; and (iii) the target
front and rear half-shaft torque, Ths,ctrl,FF,i, i.e., the regenerative braking contributions.

• The EBD, which, in case of the excessive magnitude of the rear slip ratios w.r.t. the
front ones in braking, performs a reduction in the magnitude of Fx,ctrl,FF,r and thus gen-
erates the EBD force demands Fx,ctrl,EBD,rj according to the formulation in [19], which
facilitates vehicle stability in braking. Here and in the remainder of this paper, the
subscript j = l, r indicates the left or right wheels, which are considered independent
in the EBD regulation algorithm. Nevertheless, in the simulations, given the symmetry
of the considered scenarios and the vehicle model assumptions, the response on the
two vehicle sides is considered identical.

• The ABS, based on a state-of-the-art formulation for production vehicles [40], which,
in the presence of wheel locking tendency on individual corners, computes an ap-
propriate reduction (∆Fx,ctrl,ABS,ij) of Fx,ctrl,FF,F and Fx,ctrl,EBD,rj, resulting in updated
reference braking forces, Fx,ctrl,ABS,ij. The ABS modulation is actuated solely by the fric-
tion brakes, as the EMs are connected to the wheels by transmissions and half-shafts,
which prevent sufficiently accurate torque control.

• The brake blending algorithm, which, starting from Fx,ctrl,ABS,ij, outputs the torque
demands for the EMs and friction brakes, Tm,ij and Tb,ij, respectively. The function tries
to maximize the regenerative torque while accounting for (i) the EM limits; (ii) the bat-
tery power limit; (iii) the feedforward contributions Ths,ctrl,FF,i; and (iv) the equivalent
regenerative deceleration limit, ax,eq,lim,sa f , related to the functional safety consider-
ations mentioned in Section 1, which—for conciseness—is referred to as the safety
limit. While ax,eq,lim,sa f is considered to be constant in the quasi-static optimizations of
Section 3, in the more realistic time domain simulations, the magnitude of ax,eq,lim,sa f
can decrease during the ABS interventions. More specifically, in the simulations consid-
ering its variation, ax,eq,lim,sa f ramps down from its static value of −0.3 g to −0.045 g,
and then stays at this value for 1 s or until the brake blending algorithm determines
that the braking system can meet the safety requirements with −0.3 g. After this
time-out, the regenerative torque ramps back up to the static value within ~0.5 s. For
completeness of analysis, some of the simulations in Section 5 neglect the variation
of ax,eq,lim,sa f during the ABS interventions, and therefore, they consider ax,eq,lim,sa f =
−0.3 g (which corresponds to the typical nominal calibration of the algorithm; other
values are also considered in the simulations).

2.4. Workflow Overview

This study follows the workflow in Figure 8 to generate the feedforward control actions
in Figure 7. First, a quasi-static optimization, called Problem 1 optimization, identifies
the vehicle deceleration envelope ax,min, as well as the associated axle braking forces and
rear wing angle of attack for the relevant speed range, generating a one-dimensional (1D)
map of ax,min. Secondly, another quasi-static optimization, called Problem 2 optimization,
identifies the optimal actuations of the axle braking forces, Fx,ctrl,i; the regenerative control
torque, Ths,ctrl,i; and the rear wing angle of attack, φr, needed to maximize the regenerative
power for the whole range of speeds and decelerations, thus producing two-dimensional
(2D) maps. The parameter space for Problem 2 has the same speed range as that for
Problem 1, while the range of decelerations ax for each speed is bound by the ax,min values
from Problem 1. The 2D maps of Fx,ctrl,i are then post-processed to create 2D maps of the
front-to-total braking force distribution ratio, b f t, and the total braking force, Fx,ctrl,tot. In
the time domain simulations, these maps are implemented as lookup tables for b f t, Ths,ctrl,i,
and φr, where the map of Fx,ctrl,tot is used for the set of breakpoints for the lookup tables
in lieu of ax. In fact, within a vehicle implementation, the brake pedal input corresponds
to a braking force demand from the driver rather than a deceleration demand, i.e., the
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demand remains the same, irrespective of the actual road gradient (the quasi-static maps
are generated under the assumption of zero gradient). Fx,ctrl,dem is split between the front
and rear axles via b f t to produce Fx,ctrl,FF,i. The output of the lookup table for Ths,ctrl,i
becomes the feedforward regenerative torque, Ths,ctrl,FF,i, and the lookup table for φr sends
a demand to the rear wing.

Figure 7. Simplified block diagram of the time domain simulation architecture.

Figure 8. Workflow diagram from the quasi-static optimizations to the time domain feedforward
control block.

3. Optimization Problems

The goal of the optimizations is to develop two-dimensional maps with V and ax as
entries and provide (i) the braking force on each axle; (ii) the front and rear regenerative
braking contributions; and (iii) the angle of attack of the rear wing. For numerical reasons,
the problem is split into two routines. Firstly, an optimization referred to as Problem 1
produces a map of the maximum deceleration as a function of V, concurrently with the
corresponding braking force on each axle as well as φr, while ignoring regenerative brak-
ing. Once the so-called deceleration envelope is known, the two-dimensional actuation
maps are obtained through the Problem 2 optimization, in which ax is constrained to
demanded values. Both optimization routines were implemented in MATLAB using the
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‘fmincon’ function for constrained optimization with sequential quadratic programming as
the selected numerical solver.

3.1. Problem 1

The cost function J of Problem 1 is defined as:

minJ(u) = ax (23)

where the vector of independent variables, u, is:

u =
[

ax σf σr Fx,ctrl, f Fx,ctrl,r φr

]T
(24)

in which Fx,ctrl,i is the controllable braking force at the wheel, resulting from the combination
of the braking torque from the friction brakes and EM on the i-th axle. The optimization is
subject to the following equality and inequality constraints:

max = 2Fx, f

(
µ, Fz, f , σf

)
+ 2Fx,r(µ, Fz,r, σr)− Fx,aer

(
V, φ f , φr

)
(25)

Fx,ctrl, f Rw,l,0, f − 2Trr, f

(
Fz, f , V

)
− 2Fx, f

(
µ, Fz, f , σf

)
Rw,l, f

(
Fz, f

)
= Jy,eq, f

.
ωw, f

(
σf

)
(26)

Fx,ctrl,rRw,l,0,r − 2Trr,r(Fz,r, V)− 2Fx,r(µ, Fz,r, σr)Rw,l,r(Fz,r) = Jy,eq,r
.

ωw,r(σr) (27)

σr ≥ σf − σbias (28)

where Rw,l,0,i is an averaged value of the loaded wheel radius. The equality constraints
in (25)–(27) are the quasi-static versions of the dynamic equations of the system. The
quasi-static approximation requires that the time derivatives of the tire slip ratios are set to
zero. The inequality constraint in (28) mimics the EBD action by ensuring that the front
wheels tend to lock up before the rear wheels to maintain vehicle stability in braking. This
is achieved by imposing a minimum constant difference, σbias, between the front and rear
slip ratios.

In the routine,
.

ωw,i are dependent variables, which are computed from σi through the
re-arrangement of (8), which becomes:

ωw,i =
V[σi + 1]

Rw,e,i

(
Fz, f

) (29)

Differentiation of (29) w.r.t. time yields:

.
ωw,i =

1
Rw,e,i

[ .
V[σi + 1] +

.
σiV

]
(30)

which, since the quasi-static approximation implies
.
σi ≈ 0, and the assumption of purely

longitudinal motion implies
.

V = ax, becomes:

.
ωw,i =

ax[σi + 1]
Rw,e,i(Fz,i)

(31)
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3.2. Problem 2

The second optimization maximizes the regenerative power at various target decelera-
tion levels by finding the optimal Fx,ctrl,i, Ths,ctrl,i, and φr. The cost function formulation is:

minJ(u) = −
[

Pm,e,tot,re f − Pm,e,tot

]
R1 +

[
σf

2 + σr
2
]

R2+

[Pm,e, f

Pm,e,r
− 1
]2

R3 (32)

where R1, R2 and R3 are tunable weights, and:

u =
[

ax σf σr Fx,ctrl, f Fx,ctrl,r φr Ths,ctrl, f Ths,ctrl,r

]T
(33)

The first term of J, i.e., −
[

Pm,e,tot,re f − Pm,e,tot

]
R1, ensures that the regenerative power

Pm,e,tot is maximized, where Pm,e,tot,re f is set to be 1.5% greater in magnitude than the battery
power limit. This part of the cost function helps the optimization reach convergence when
the battery power is greater than the current total EM power limit, since there is an incentive
for all independent variables to adjust to minimize the power losses associated with tire
slip, transmission, and electric powertrain components. The second and third terms of
the cost function facilitate convergence when Pm,e,tot is restricted by the maximum battery
power, making the first part of J meaningless for this region of the vehicle envelope. More
specifically, the second contribution of J minimizes the magnitude of the slip ratios to use
the tires as efficiently as possible, which ensures the convergence of Fx,ctrl, f , Fx,ctrl,r, and
φr. The third term ensures the convergence of Ths,ctrl, f and Ths,ctrl,r by targeting the even
distribution of the regenerative power among the EMs.

The optimization is subject to the equality constraints in (25)–(27). A further equality
constraint restricts the value of ax to the demanded ax,dem. This could also be achieved
by making ax an externally imposed parameter; however, this setup would make the
optimization problem numerically stiff. Problem 2 is characterized by several inequality
constraints, the first one being:

σr ≥ σf − σbias

(
σf

)
(34)

where σbias is proportional to σf , varying between 0 and the value in (28). The friction
braking torques, Tb, f and Tb,r, are defined as:

Tb,i =
Fx,ctrl,i

Rw,l,0,i
− Ths,ctrl,i (35)

and are constrained to be non-positive:

Tb,i ≤ 0 (36)

The friction brakes are assumed to be able to produce the demanded braking torque to
match Fx,ctrl,i without the assistance of the EMs. The inequality constraint in (37) emulates
the regenerative torque limit imposed to meet the functional safety requirements for
vehicles with regenerative braking and brake-by-wire, where ax,eq,lim,sa f is the maximum
equivalent deceleration allowed to be generated by the EMs:

max,eq,lim,sa f ≤
Ths, f

Rw,l, f

(
Fz, f

) +
Ths,r

Rw,l,r(Fz,r)
(37)

The torque from each motor, Tm,i, is not allowed to exceed its design envelope, which
is handled through another pair of inequality constraints:

Tm,i ≥ Tm,i,min(ωm,i) (38)
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Finally, the total electrical power from the DC connections of the inverters, Pm,e,tot, is
limited according to the minimum battery power, Pbatt,min, which represents the maximum
charging power.

Pm,e,tot ≤ Pbatt,min (39)

Due to the additional nonlinearities (w.r.t. the Problem 1 optimization) introduced
by the torque loss models of the transmissions, the power loss models of the EMs, and
the complex interaction between φr and Pm,e,tot, the Problem 2 optimization is highly
non-convex with multiple local minima. To mitigate this, the optimization was run with
multiple starting points for each condition in the ax −V parameter space.

4. Optimization Results
4.1. Problem 1 Results

The results of the Problem 1 optimization, which maximizes deceleration, are reported
in Figure 9, which shows that Active achieves over 1 m/s2 higher maximum deceleration
than Passive. The optimal φr value for Active is −60 deg for the entire range of V. The
reason can be shown through a simple point-mass vehicle model to compute the maximum
deceleration for a range of φr and a fixed µ, via the following longitudinal force balance
equation at the vehicle level:

ax,min =
−µ
[
mg + Fz,aer, f + Fz,aer,r

]
− Fx,aer

m
(40)

The results from (40) are in Figure 10a, in which −60 deg is the angle of attack providing
the maximum deceleration for each µ.

To generalize the analysis, Figure 10b refers to the same vehicle but with a different
aerodynamic configuration using wing profiles similar to those in [25]. The profiles are
scaled to produce a similar amount of total downforce to those in Figure 2, but their angles
of attack are restricted to −32 deg and are not able to produce as much drag as the original
wings. In this configuration, the optimal φr at µ = 1 is −16 deg, corresponding to the
maximum downforce position, whereas at µ = 0.2, the largest deceleration is achieved by
the maximum drag position, i.e., with φr = −32 deg. Hence, interestingly, both the change
in the wing profiles and tire–road friction coefficient can vary the angle of attack that
maximizes deceleration. On the other hand, the change in speed does not affect the optimal
φr; however, the increase in V amplifies the difference among the rear wing positions due
to the increased magnitude of the aerodynamic forces.

Figure 9. Results of the Problem 1 optimization: maximum deceleration, ax,min, as a function of V for
the Passive and Active configurations.
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Figure 10. ax,min as a function of φr for different values of µ, for (a) the airfoil used in the target
vehicle of this study (see Figure 2) and (b) an airfoil similar to the one in [25].

4.2. Problem 2 Results

The solution of the Problem 2 optimization reveals some of the most interesting results
of the study. The percentage increase in the regenerative power of Active over Passive,
∆Pm,tot, is shown through the contour plot in Figure 11, which presents two main regions.
At relatively low speeds, i.e., below ~160 km/h, the benefit of Active becomes evident
as the deceleration approaches the Passive vehicle limit, with a maximum ∆Pm,tot value
of 2.6%. The second region, above 160 km/h, which represents the critical speed, shows
virtually no difference between the configurations.

Figure 11. (a) Contour plot of the percentage increase in regenerative power, ∆Pm,tot, as a function
of V and ax. The dashed and continuous lines are the maximum decelerations for Passive and
Active. (b) Equivalent decelerations—see (41)–(44)—corresponding to the EM limits (‘Motor Limit’),
regeneration functional safety limit (‘Safety Limit’), battery limit (‘Battery Limit’), actual front EM
regenerative level (‘Front Actual’), and actual deceleration associated with the regenerative braking
effect (‘Total Actual’), for ax = −11 m/s2.

The boundary dividing the two regions can be explained through Figure 11b, where the
equivalent deceleration caused by regenerative braking, ax,eq,m,tot, calculated through (41), is
reported as a function of speed for ax =−11 m/s2, see the ‘Total Actual’ characteristic in the
figure. To contextualize, the plot also includes (i) the deceleration, ax,eq,lim,m, corresponding
to the EM torque limits, see (42) and the ‘Motor Limit’ in the figure; (ii) the functional safety
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limit, ax,eq,lim,sa f , on regeneration, equal to −0.3 g (‘Safety Limit’); (iii) the deceleration,
ax,eq,lim,batt, corresponding to Pbatt,min, see (43) and ‘Battery Limit’; and (iv) the equivalent
deceleration caused by the two front motors, ax,eq,m, f , see (44) and ‘Front Actual’, which
helps visualize the front-to-rear force distribution:

ax,eq,m,tot =
2
[ Ths, f

Rw,l,0, f
+

Ths,r
Rw,l,0,r

]
m

(41)

ax,eq,lim,m =
2
[ Ths, f ,min

Rw,l,0, f
+

Ths,r,min
Rw,l,0,r

]
m

(42)

ax,eq,lim,batt =
Pbatt,min

mV
(43)

ax,eq,m, f =
2
[ Ths, f

Rw,l,0, f

]
m

(44)

where Ths,i,min is the half-shaft torque computed for Tm,i,min through (11) and (12).
The regenerative force limit is driven by ax,eq,lim,sa f in the low-speed region and by the

electrical power limit in the high-speed region. Therefore, the regenerative power benefit
for the Active configuration is only present when the regenerative limit is a force limit
rather than a power limit.

In the region where the regeneration is force-limited, the maximum regenerative
power increases linearly with wheel speed if the transmission torque losses are ignored.
Since wheel speed depends on the vehicle speed and tire slip ratio, for a given V and ax,
it is possible to increase the regenerative power by minimizing the magnitude of the slip
ratios and related power losses. The regenerative benefit of active aerodynamics increases
with deceleration since the slip ratio difference between Active and Passive became greater
because of the nonlinearities in the tire force-slip characteristics. The increase in benefit
at higher speeds is caused by the larger magnitude of the aerodynamic forces, which
magnifies the difference between the two configurations.

Above the critical speed, the regenerative power is limited by the battery or the total
EM power, and thus there is no difference in regenerative power between the two vehicle
configurations. In Figure 11, the ’Total Actual’ deceleration is not equal to the theoretical
one corresponding to the battery limit because of the effect of the powertrain power losses.

The resulting maps for the optimal front-to-total brake force distribution, b f t, and
rear wing angle of attack, φr, are shown in Figure 12a,b. b f t varies with V due to the
changing vertical load balance caused by the increase in downforce and the rear bias of the
downforce in the maximum drag position. φr moves to the maximum downforce position
only at very low decelerations. In fact, the extra drag is only detrimental to the recuperation
efficiency when the braking force demand is low enough that it can be met by the EMs
alone, see the region in Figure 13 where the friction brake contribution ratio, b f riction, is
approximately zero. Since ax,eq,lim,sa f is −0.3 g, this is also approximately the threshold at
which the optimization is forced to minimize drag.

At low decelerations, φr is not exactly −14 deg; on the contrary, the optimizer often
found that the optimal angle of attack is approximately −17 deg. As shown in the aero-
dynamic maps in Figure 6, at −17 deg, the vehicle drag is only 1% higher, whereas the
downforce is >10% lower. Hence, −17 deg was chosen as a trade-off between a reduction
in the rolling resistance power losses by decreasing the vertical tire load and a marginal
increase of the aerodynamic drag losses. For the same reason, in the top right corner of
Figure 11a, ∆Pm,tot exceeds 10%, corresponding to 2.5 kW, since at 300 km/h, the decelera-
tion that is caused by the aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance approaches −2 m/s2.
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Figure 12. Contour plots of (a) optimal front-to-total brake force distribution ratio, b f t (expressed in
percentage), for Active and (b) optimal φr for Active.

Figure 13. Contour plot of the ratio of the friction brake force to the total braking force, b f riction
(expressed in percentage), for Active.

A comparison between Active and Passive was also made for different values of
ax,eq,lim,sa f . An increased magnitude of ax,eq,lim,sa f , e.g., 0.45 g, causes a decrease in the
critical speed to 120 km/h, which reduces the area in which Active is beneficial. However,
a lower critical speed means that the area where regeneration is limited by the battery
charging power limit becomes wider, and thus the regenerated energy over a single braking
event increases. Conversely, a reduced safety limit causes the critical speed and the region
of benefit to increase; for example, with ax,eq,lim,sa f = −0.1 g, the critical speed exceeds
300 km/h. Interestingly, for the same vehicle speed and deceleration, e.g., 155 km/h and
−13.9 m/s2, ∆Pm,tot is the same, e.g., 2.5%, for ax,eq,lim,sa f values of −0.3 g and −0.1 g.
However, because for a safety limit of −0.1 g the total regenerative power for both Pas-
sive and Active is significantly lower, the increase in regenerative power brought by the
controllable wing is only 1.3 kW, compared with 4.2 kW for ax,eq,lim,sa f = −0.3 g.
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5. Time Domain Results

Straight-line braking tests from 300 km/h to 50 km/h were selected to compare
the controllers. These maneuvers are typical of a high-performance car on a racetrack.
The active and passive aerodynamic configurations were assessed for varying vehicle
constraints and driver behavior. The performance metrics, reported in Table 2, are:

• The braking distance from the start of the brake pedal input application until the target
speed is reached;

• The total energy recovered in the battery system during the same period;
• The peak deceleration during the maneuver.

Table 2. Performance metrics for the considered deceleration maneuvers from 300 km/h to 50 km/h.
‘Max.’: driver demanding the maximum deceleration level; ‘Dem. < Passive’: driver braking demand
equal to 97% of the Passive configuration envelope; ‘Passive < Dem. < Active’: driver demand equal
to 97% of the Passive configuration envelope plus 20% of the difference between the Active and
Passive envelopes.

Test No. Driver Deceleration
Demand

Regeneration
Safety Limit

Friction
Correction

Factor

Aerodyn.
Config.

Braking
Distance (m)

Total
Recuperated
Energy (Wh)

Peak
Deceleration (m/s2)

1 Max. 0.3 g—constant 1.00
Passive 235.9 205.1 16.9
Active 227.4 197.7 17.8

2 Max. 0.3 g—variable 1.00
Passive 235.8 148.4 16.9
Active 227.3 140.5 17.8

3 Dem. < Passive 0.3 g—constant 1.00
Passive 233.5 202.0 16.4
Active 232.9 202.9 16.8

4 Passive < Dem. < Active 0.3 g—constant 1.00
Passive 233.5 206.4 16.9
Active 228.1 199.3 17.3

5 Passive < Dem. < Active 0.3 g—variable 1.00
Passive 233.5 144.7 16.9
Active 228.1 199.3 17.3

6 Dem. < Passive 0.1 g—constant 1.00
Passive 233.7 83.8 16.4
Active 232.7 84.4 16.8

7 Dem. < Passive 0.5 g—constant 1.00
Passive 235.2 223.2 16.3
Active 234.6 223.7 16.7

8 Dem. < Passive 0.3 g—constant 0.75
Passive 314.7 274.8 12.5
Active 314.1 276.8 12.9

9 Dem. < Passive 0.3 g—constant 0.50
Passive 453.4 401.1 8.9
Active 453.2 404.2 9.2

The performance trade-off for a selection of the considered tests is visualized in
Figure 14, where the three axes represent the relative percentage improvement of Active
over Passive in the metrics from Table 2.

Tests 1 and 2 were performed with the driver requesting the maximum deceleration,
which is the usual behavior to minimize lap time. The simulations were run with constant
(Test 1) and variable (Test 2) safety limits on the equivalent deceleration generated through
the EMs. The braking distance and peak deceleration are approximately the same with the
constant and variable ax,eq,lim,sa f . As expected, in both cases, the Active vehicle achieves
5.5% higher peak deceleration than the Passive one, along with a 3.6% shorter braking
distance. Moreover, the regenerated energy is significantly lower with variable ax,eq,lim,sa f
because of the recuperation reduction during ABS actuation. In these tests, the Active
configuration brings less recuperated energy than the corresponding Passive ones, by 3.6%
and 5.3%. In fact, the slip ratio reaches the ABS intervention thresholds in both Active and
Passive. During the ABS activation, the longitudinal tire slip power losses and regenerative
power are approximately the same for a given V. However, in Active, the vehicle takes
less time to achieve the same target speed due to the higher |ax|, and thus the regenerated
energy is lower.
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Figure 14. Spider chart showing the benefit (braking distance reduction, peak deceleration increase,
and regenerated energy increase) of Active w.r.t. Passive for Tests 1–5.

To assess the energy recuperation benefit of Active in fair conditions, in Tests 3–9,
the feedback driver model applies the braking force to achieve the same deceleration
with Passive and Active. For example, in Test 3, the target deceleration is 97% of the
envelope of Passive (see Figure 9), and therefore, the ABS is inactive. The results show that
Active can brake with a 0.2% shorter distance, achieves 2.7% higher peak deceleration, and
recuperates 0.4% more energy, which confirms the outputs of the quasi-static optimizations
in Figure 11a.

In Tests 4 and 5, the driver demands 97% of the Passive vehicle envelope, plus 20%
of the difference between the deceleration envelopes of Passive and Active, i.e., the ABS
engages only for Passive. In Test 4, with constant ax,eq,lim,sa f , Active regenerates 3.5% less
energy than Passive, as it takes less distance and time to reach 50 km/h. However, in the
more realistic Test 5, in which ax,eq,lim,sa f is variable, its value is subject to reduction only in
Passive. This creates a significant difference in recovered energy, exceeding 37% in favor of
Active, which still reduces the braking distance by 2%.

Test 5 was selected to plot the simulation time histories of Figures 15–19. The ax and
total regenerated power (Pregen,tot) profiles are in Figure 15, which highlights the extent to
which the ABS activation is detrimental to regeneration at high speeds, see the time interval
between ~0.7 s and ~3 s. The profiles of the total braking force contribution from the EMs
and the combined regenerative and friction braking forces in Figure 16 confirm that Active
needs less friction braking to achieve the same or higher decelerations, because of the
additional drag applied by the active wing. Thus, the longitudinal slip ratios have a lower
magnitude for Active, see Figure 17, which also shows the effect of the ABS modulation
throughout the maneuver for Passive, and only between 5 s and 6 s for Active. Figure 18
reports the profiles of φr, which—for Active—goes straight to the maximum drag value and
maintains it during the whole braking maneuver, according to the quasi-static optimization.
For the individual front and rear wheels, indicated by the notations ‘f’ and ‘r’, Figure 19
reports (i) the EM limit; (ii) the feedforward equivalent braking force contribution from
the EMs based on the quasi-static optimization maps (‘FF’); and (iii) the braking force
contribution limit from the EMs following the reduction caused by the ABS intervention
(which varies ax,eq,lim,sa f ), which is labeled as feedforward + feedback (‘FF + FB’). The FB
contribution is distributed between the axles in the same ratio as the feedforward force
limit at the same instant.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the Passive and Active vehicle configurations along Test 5. Time profiles of
(a) ax; and (b) total regenerative power, Pregen,tot.

Figure 16. Time profiles of the total braking force contributions, Fx,ctrl,tot, from the EMs (‘Motors’), and
the combination of EMs and friction brakes (‘Motors + Friction Brakes’), for (a) Passive and (b) Active.

Figure 17. Time profiles of the front and rear slip ratios, σi, for (a) the front (‘f’) and rear (‘r’) corners
of Passive and (b) the front and rear corners of Active.
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Figure 18. Time profile of φr.

Figure 19. Time profiles of the equivalent regeneration force limits, Fx,hs,ctrl,lim, related to the EM
torque characteristics (‘Motor’); the feedforward (‘FF’) output from the map resulting from the
Problem 2 optimization; and the feedforward output with the feedback correction (‘FF + FB’) induced
by the ABS intervention with variable ax,eq,lim,sa f .

For different values of ax,eq,lim,sa f , Tests 6 and 7 in Table 2 show similar magnitudes
of the recuperated energy increase in Active w.r.t. Passive. However, the relative increase
is higher at lower values of ax,eq,lim,sa f , with a 0.7% increase for a safety limit of −0.1 g
compared with 0.4% for −0.3 g. The reason is that the −0.1 g safety limit is the limiting
factor for the entire speed range, as opposed to −0.3 g, which is only relevant for speeds
below 160 km/h. For Test 7, the increase in total regenerated energy in both cases amounts
to only ~10% w.r.t. Test 3. This is because the safety regeneration limit, when it is −0.5 g,
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represents the limiting factor for regeneration only below 110 km/h, whereas, in the rest of
the speed range, regeneration is limited by the battery and motor power.

For completeness, the analysis includes a sensitivity study with reduced tire–road
friction, see Tests 8 and 9 in Table 2, which highlights that as the friction conditions (see the
values of the friction correction factor) worsen, there is an increasing improvement in the
regenerated energy of Active w.r.t. Passive, while maintaining the same braking distance.
In comparison with the 0.4% improvement for Test 3, which is in high friction, Tests 8 and 9
show relative improvements of 0.7% and 0.8%, respectively, of Active over Passive. This
is because the contribution from the aerodynamic drag is not dependent on the friction
coefficient, unlike the contribution from the downforce, which is reliant on the capability of
the tires to convert vertical load into longitudinal force.

6. Conclusions

This study assessed the effect of an active rear wing on energy recuperation during
high-deceleration braking in a case study hybrid electric sports car. In fact, there is room
for optimizing the system behavior through a non-trivial solution because of the functional
safety considerations that pose a limit on the equivalent deceleration achievable through
regenerative braking. Depending on the vehicle design parameters, this constraint, defined
as the ‘safety limit’, can restrict regenerative torque more than the battery or motor power
limits and can become significantly more conservative when the ABS is active.

To optimize regenerative braking performance, quasi-static optimizations were run to
create maps of the optimal angle of attack and torque distribution between the axles, consid-
ering both the friction brakes and electric machines for different speeds and decelerations.

Since in the maximum downforce mode, which corresponds to the typical Passive
aerodynamic setup, the rear wing is more aerodynamically efficient (i.e., it has higher
downforce-to-drag ratio) than in the maximum drag mode, intuition might suggest that
the maximum downforce setup also provides the highest energy recovery. However,
interestingly, in both quasi-static and dynamic conditions, the results show the opposite,
i.e., the maximum drag mode imposed by the Active strategy increases the regenerated
energy. The reasons are as follows:

• The specific rear wing provides a higher deceleration envelope in the maximum drag
mode than in the maximum downforce mode. Thus, if the safety limit decreases
during ABS activation, for deceleration conditions in which the ABS is engaged only
for the Passive case, the Active configuration significantly outperforms the passive
one, e.g., with a regenerated energy increase by up to 37%, occurring concurrently
with a 2% braking distance reduction.

• When braking at the same deceleration and from the same speed, the Active configu-
ration reduces the longitudinal tire slip power losses because the tires have to provide
less longitudinal force in comparison with the Passive case. For example, in a braking
test from 300 km/h at a deceleration close to the maximum envelope of the Passive
vehicle, this effect results in a 0.4% energy recovery increase, concurrently with a 0.2%
braking distance reduction.

Sensitivity analyses were performed to evaluate the effect of the safety limit and
tire–road friction level. The relative benefit of the Active configuration over the Passive
one increases as the safety limit and tire–road friction level decrease in magnitude. For
example, for the considered braking tests, a safety limit of −0.1 g implies a 0.7% increase
in regenerated energy compared with 0.4% for −0.3 g, while a 0.8% improvement in
regenerated energy occurs for a friction factor of 0.5 compared with 0.4% for 1.0.

The main limitations of the analysis of this research are:

• Treating the vehicle body and wings as independent aerodynamic devices that do
not interact.

• The lack of consideration of the pitch dynamics in the simulations and the assumption
that their influence on the aerodynamic ground effect is negligible.
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• The lack of consideration of three-dimensional effects, such as vorticity and induced
drag, since the considered aerodynamic coefficients are for two-dimensional airfoils.

Nevertheless, the main point of this study is that the maps of the aerodynamic co-
efficients as a function of the angle of attack for each active aerodynamic device are the
determining factor for the respective optimal position for brake regeneration.

To facilitate the implementation of the proposed control strategy in real cars, future
studies will (i) consider the energy consumption of the rear wing actuator to predict more
accurately the net benefit of the system and (ii) further develop the concept of active
aerodynamics with regenerative braking to include cornering conditions.
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Abbreviations

List of Symbols

ax longitudinal acceleration
ax,eq,lim,batt battery power related limit on the equivalent deceleration from regeneration
ax,eq,lim,m EM limit on the equivalent deceleration from regeneration
ax,eq,lim,sa f safety-related limit on the equivalent deceleration from regeneration
ax,eq,m, f equivalent deceleration from regeneration on front axle
ax,eq,m,tot equivalent deceleration from regeneration on both axles
ax,min maximum deceleration
b f riction ratio of the friction brake force contribution to the total braking force
b f t front-to-total braking force distribution
Cx,aer aerodynamic drag coefficient
Cx,b body drag coefficient
Cx,w,i wing drag coefficient
Cz,aer,i lift coefficient for a given axle
Cz,sti f f ,i vertical tire stiffness
Cz,b body lift coefficient
Cz,w,i wing lift coefficient
Di, Ci, Bi longitudinal tire force coefficients
Dre f ,i, Bre f ,i, Fre f ,i effective wheel radius coefficients
fo, f2 tire rolling resistance coefficients
Fx,hs,ctrl,lim limit on the controllable equivalent half-shaft force
Fx,i longitudinal tire force
Fx,aer aerodynamic drag force
Fx,ctrl,dem total braking force demand
Fx,ctrl,i axle braking force
Fx,ctrl,FF,i axle braking force from the feedforward maps
Fx,ctrl,EBD,rj rear wheel braking force from the EBD
Fx,ctrl,ABS,ij wheel braking force from the ABS
Fz,Nom,i nominal vertical tire load
Fz,aer,i aerodynamic lift force on a given axle
Fz,i vertical load
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g gravitational acceleration
hg center of gravity height
ig,i EM-to-wheel gear ratio
J cost function
Jy,eq,i equivalent mass moment of inertia of the rotating components of the axle
l wheelbase
li semi-wheelbase
m vehicle mass
Ng selected gear number
Pbatt,min minimum battery power, i.e., maximum battery power in regeneration
Pm,e,i electrical power consumed or regenerated by the considered EM
Pm,e,tot,re f reference value of the total electrical power to be consumed or regenerated by

the EMs
Pm,e,tot total electrical power consumed or regenerated by the EMs
Pm,loss,i power loss of the considered EM
Pm,max peak power of each EM
Pregen,tot combined electrical power recuperation of all EMs
qre0,i coefficient for the computation of the loaded and effective radius
Rw,l,i loaded wheel radius
Rw,l,0,i averaged value of loaded wheel radius
Rw,u,i unloaded wheel radius
R1, R2, R3 cost function weights
S frontal area of the vehicle
Svx,i longitudinal tire force offset
t f , tr front and rear track widths
Tb,i friction brake torque
Ths,ctrl,i controllable half-shaft torque
Ths,i half-shaft output torque
Ths,i,min minimum half-shaft output torque
Tloss,i transmission torque loss
Tm,i EM torque
Tm,i,max maximum EM torque
Tm,i,min minimum EM torque
Trr,i rolling resistance torque
u vector of optimization variables
V vehicle speed
∆Fx,ctrl,ABS,ij reduction on wheel braking force from the ABS
∆Pm,tot increase in regenerative power of Active over Passive
µ tire–road friction correction factor
ρ air density
σbias bound on the slip ratio difference
σi longitudinal tire slip
φi wing angle of attack
ωm,i angular motor speed
ωw,i angular wheel speed

List of Abbreviations

ABS antilock braking system
EBD electronic braking force distribution
EM electric machine
ESP electronic stability program
FEV fully electric vehicle
FTTI fault tolerant time interval
HEV hybrid electric vehicle
ICE internal combustion engine
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